Abstract. Predicting the existence of restriction enzymes sequences on the recombinant DNA fragments, after accomplishing the manipulating reaction, via mathematical approach is considered as a convenient way in terms of DNA recombination. In terms of mathematics, for this characteristic of the recombinant DNA strands, which involve the recognition sites of restriction enzymes, is called persistent and permanent. Normally differentiating the persistency and permanency of two stages recombinant DNA strands using wet-lab experiment is expensive and time-consuming due to running the experiment at two stages as well as adding more restriction enzymes on the reaction. Therefore, in this research, by using Yusof-Goode (Y-G) model the difference between persistent and permanent splicing language of some two stages is investigated. Two theorems were provided, which show the persistency and nonpermanency of two stages DNA splicing language.
Introduction
Deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA is a double-stranded molecule, which its structure contains deoxyribose sugar, phosphate group and nitrogenous bases [1] . The backbone of DNA is formed by alternating of deoxyribose sugar and phosphate group. The four bases, which are adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) and thymine (T) are attached to the sugar and are located inside the sugar-phosphate (backbone) of dsDNA. Since the backbone of dsDNA screws around each other, by screwing them the double helical form of DNA is obtained. The ends of the two strands in a dsDNA are distinct and have different polarities. The two ends of upper and lower single strands of dsDNA are designed by the numbers 5′ and 3′ , respectively. The c refers to the 5′ carbon in the deoxyribose sugar, which a phosphate (PO4) group is attached to that sugar ring, while the 3′ refers to the 3′ carbon in the sugar, which a hydroxyl group (OH) is attached to that sugar ring. Asymmetry of the two ends in dsDNA shows that each single strand has a direction as 5 3 ′ ′ − and 3 5 ′ ′ − . According to Watson-Crick base pairing rules, the hydrogen bonding between the bases occur in such a way that A normally pairs with T by two hydrogen bonds and C with G by three hydrogen bonds. By using these pairing rules, the sequence of a DNA fragment can be written as dsDNA form. Restriction enzymes recognize a particular nucleotides sequence along dsDNA and produce 5′ A mathematical model named splicing system was firstly introduced by Head [2] to present the cutting and pasting process of DNA recombination via formal language theory. Since the recombinant DNA molecules will often be split by the existence of restriction enzymes, based on this actual biological fact Head [2] introduced the concept of persistent. Later Gatterdam [3] introduced another property of splicing system named permanent. Recently, many researches have been done research in the world of splicing system to study the persistency and permanency of splicing systems as well as languages. Some theorems provided in [4, 5] which show the sufficient conditions for a splicing system to be persistent and also permanent. The persistency and permanency characteristics of some non-semi simple splicing system were investigated using Y-G approach, see [6] . Mudaber [7] investigated on two stages splicing languages and developed some mathematical theorems to present the relations between two stages splicing languages. In addition, some sufficient conditions for two stages splicing languages to be persistent and permanent were provided [8] . According to [6] and [8] , a splicing system consisting of one initial string and one rule as well as two initial strings and two rules as discussed in the conditions of the theorems are persistent and permanent as well. Since these two properties of splicing system as well as splicing languages are always not the same, therefore, in this research, the differences between persistency and permanency of two stages splicing languages are investigated and presented by providing mathematical theorems focussing on Y-G splicing systems consisting of one initial string and three rules, and two initial strings and four rules, respectively.
In the next section, the fundamental concepts which related towards the new theorems constructed are discussed.
Preliminaries
In this section, the definitions of splicing system, persistent and permanent, which were introduced by Yusof [9] , Head [2] and Gatterdam [3] , are reviewed. Splicing system was formulated as a mathematical model by connecting the ideas from DNA molecular and formal language theory. In this formulism, the set of alphabet represents the four bases namely adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine, and the set of initial strings represents the initial double-stranded DNA and the set of splicing rules represents the restriction enzymes acting on DNA molecules. Besides, the splicing languages, which are generated by splicing system, represent the recombinant DNA strands. The definition of Y-G splicing system is first given below. are persistent and permanent. There is a main difference between persistent and permanent splicing systems. This difference is stated in the definitions of persistent and permanent. According to definitions, the two words, that make these two concepts difference, are contain in persistent and is in permanent. Hence, the definitions of persistent and permanent are stated below. In the next section, the results and discussion of this paper is presented.
Results and Discussion
In this section, the main difference between the two concepts persistent and permanent will be investigated. Since permanent is a sub set of persistent, thus every permanent splicing system is persistent. However, the reverse of statement is not always true. Therefore, to show there are persistent splicing languages, which are not permanent, two theorems are provided. Theorem 1 presents the persistency and non-permanency of two stages splicing languages, which are generated by a Y-G splicing system, involving one initial string and three rules. However, the second theorem presents the persistency and permanency of two stages DNA splicing languages, which are generated by a Y-G splicing system, involving two initial strings and four splicing rules.
is a Y-G splicing system involving one initial string and three splicing rules such that the crossing sites of the rules are identical, and the left and right contexts of the first rule is same and the whole sequences of second and third rules are palindromic, then the set of two stages splicing language, which is produced by S , is persistent, but not permanent.□ ∈ . To prove the set of two stages DNA splicing language is persistent and not permanent, the two stages splicing language need to be obtained. By applying the rule 1 r on the initial string 1 1 2 1 pu u u u q in the set, I two distinct DNA splicing languages can be yielded at stage one presented as ( )
L S I pu u u u p q u u u u q ′ ′ = ∪
To achieve the splicing operation at stage two, both of splicing rules are simultaneously applied on the produced DNA splicing languages ( ) L S . When splicing takes place, no distinct DNA splicing languages will be produced at stage two. Hence, the set of stage one and stage two splicing languages are the same as presented in the following set.
L S L S I pu u u u p q u u u u q
The above resulted two stages DNA splicing languages are persistent, but not permanent due to the following statements:
First of all, the two stages splicing language is proven to be persistent. By taking 1 2 u u as sub fragment of 1 1 2 pu u u , that is crossing of the site in 1 1 2 1 pu u u u q . This same sub segment 1 2 u u also contains an occurrence of the crossing of a site in the yielded strings q u u u u q ′ . Hence, the two stages DNA splicing language is not permanent. ■
In the next theorem, the difference between persistent and permanent perspectives of two stages splicing languages is investigated. To distinguish these two concepts, a Y-G splicing system associated with two initial strings and four splicing rules is considered.
is a Y-G splicing system involving two initial strings and four rules such that the crossing sites of the rules are identical and self-closed, then the set of two stages splicing language, which is produced by S , is persistent, but not permanent.□ and not permanent, according to crossing site properties of rules two cases need to be considered.
Case 1:
Suppose the crossing site of the rule are palindromic, 1 u is complementary with 2 u and viceversa. According to the rules assumption, the crossing sites of rules are palindromic and identical. Therefore, when the first rule 1 r is applied on 1 s and the second rule 2 r is applied on 2 s , the following eight DNA splicing language are generated at stage one besides initial string I namely, To obtain the stage two splicing language, the above four rules are applied on the resulted splicing language of stage one. Thus, when splicing takes place no distinct splicing language are produced.
First, the persistency of two stages DNA splicing language, which is obtained by this splicing system needs to be proven. By taking 1 2 u u as a sub segment of pu u u u s . Consequently, the two stages splicing language is not permanent.
Case 2:
Assume the crossing sites of the rules are non-palindromic, 1 u is not complementary with 2 u and vice-versa. According to the rules assumption, the crossing site is identical, thus there is a possibility to recombine the fragments of initial strings after the strings are cut by the existence of rules. To generate the splicing languages at stage one, the rule 1 r is applied on 1 s and the rule 2 r is applied on 2 s . When splicing operation occurs 2 new splicing languages will be generated at stage one besides the set of initial strings, I as listed below. However, when splicing takes place among the splicing languages of stages one at the existence of the above four splicing rules, no distinct splicing languages will be produced. Since these two splicing language are exist in the set of two stages DNA splicing languages that has discussed in Case 1, therefore the proof for persistency as well as non-persistency of two stages DNA splicing language follows Case 1. Hence, the theorem proved. ■
If the left and right contexts of the splicing rules in Theorem 1 as well as Theorem 2 be null string, then the generated two stages splicing languages is persistent as well as permanent. This result is presented in the following corollary. is a Y-G splicing system involving one two initial string and three rules or two initial strings and four rules such that the crossing sites of the rules are identical and the left and right contexts of the splicing rules are null string, then the set of two stages splicing language, which is produced by S , is persistent and permanent. ■ In the last section, the conclusion of this paper is presented.
Conclusions
In this investigation, the two important properties of some two stages splicing language is studied and differentiated by providing two theorems. The first theorem consists of one initial string and three splicing rules, while the second theorem consists of two initial strings and four splicing rules. Besides, a corollary is provided, which show if the contexts of the rules be null string, the persistent and permanent are same. The result of this research is simplified as below:
Permanent is a subset of persistent if 
